2005 cadillac sts v

Cadillac's STS moniker first appeared as a limited-edition, custom-built, sport-tuned version of
the Cadillac Seville. Intended to stop the bleeding of Cadillac customers to European marques,
the Seville STS entered series production in and was a marked and rare success for the brand.
It wasn't quite a BMW-killer, but it showed that Cadillac was serious about developing a
performance model. A new Euro-themed Seville appeared for , and the high-performance STS
version was the car we enthusiasts had been waiting for. When the Seville's replacement
showed up for the model year, it dropped the Seville name, and became simply the STS. While
the Seville had been a front-wheel-drive car since the s, the new STS had a longitudinal engine
and was available with rear- or all-wheel-drive. That made it the first rear-drive Cadillac in 25
years, and the first all-wheel-drive car in Cadillac's history. Though it was fortified with stiffer
springs, quicker steering, and bigger brakes, the STS-V was tuned for civility, so it trailed
contemporary German gunboats on twisty roads. A mesh grille, matching mesh insert between
the tailpipes, and six-bolt wheels distinguish it from other STS models. The Cadillac STS got its
first and only facelift for the model year, with an enlarged grille, fender vents, and minor
changes to the interior. The V-6 got direct fuel injection, boosting its output to hp, and it was
paired with a six-speed automatic. Many of the options reserved for the V-8 model were now
available with the V-6, and the larger engine, still producing just hp, was rendered largely
superfluous. There was no direct replacement for the STS, though the second-generation CTS,
introduced in , was nearly the same size. It was introduced in and discontinued in The STS had
more space under the hood, allowing for lower-restriction intake and exhaust plumbing. Like
other late-model Cadillacs, the STS hasn't attracted much attention from collectors, though it
probably should. The Seville STS was a watershed car for Cadillac, the one that proved that
General Motors really could compete with the Europeans on both style and substance if it set its
corporate mind to do so. These cars can still be found in running condition, and often at bargain
prices. The same goes for the version, which is less common, but also less expensive. It's also
very rare for a GM product, with just over 2, made over a four-year run. The collector car market
has not yet embraced the STS-V, but we feel certain that it will someday. If this is a car you have
your heart set on, better to act sooner than later. Cadillacs of this era were popular with older
buyers, and there are still well-kept low-mileage examples to be found. States like Arizona and
Florida, or other relatively rust-free areas popular with retirees, are a good place to look. Bear in
mind that the Northstar V-8 engine is prone to electrical problems that can be expensive to fix. A
thorough pre-purchase inspection by a mechanic well versed in Cadillacs is a smart investment.
The STS was the high-performance version of the Seville from until In the Seville was renamed
STS. The STS was certainly a landmark car, as it was the first rear-drive Cadillac in 25 years, the
first all-wheel-drive Cadillac ever, and an early adapter of Cadillac's Art and Science design
theme. As a used car it's an affordable and comfortable ride, though V-8 versions can be
troublesome. The supercharged STS-V is quite a bit more expensive on the used market but still
a good value considering its rarity. The last year of production for the Cadillac STS was Close
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sedan in The CTS-V has a 5. In addition, this vehicle has 4 doors, seats 5, and uses rear wheel
drive. Gas mileage comes out to 16 mpg in the city and 25 on the highway. Sunroof comes as an
option. Finally, the CTS-V gives you Overall, the CTS-V gets props for its power passenger

space. However, drivers consistently criticize the feature that lets you skip from first to fourth
gear in order to save gas. In addition, interior materials could use some improvement and you
won't get ABS brakes until the model year. Otherwise, industry observers believe the CTS-V can
eventually compete with just about anyone in the competitive luxury sedan market. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Lucas. Miami, FL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Negotiable 97, mi. Image Not Available. Negotiable , mi. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Whoever said "knowledge is power" never got blown off by some pimple-faced kid in a ratty
Trans Am after screaming, "The area of the square built upon the hypotenuse of a right triangle
is equal to the sum of the areas of the squares upon the remaining sides! Say, when you're
trying to coax an ,pound Boeing bound for Mumbai off the runway try that by flaunting your
facility with irregular second-conjugation Italian verbs. Or if you want a car so deliciously quick
it'll entice you to skip "Desperate Housewives" just to get in another run to the Piggly Wiggly.
Detroit used to know this. Now--heh-heh--Detroit muscle is back. How much horsepressure
would you deem sufficient to embolden a rakishly attired, thoroughly modern automobile
capable of ferrying four adults in leather-lined splendor? Would horses do? No, let's be
greedy--how about ? Feast your eyes on these three Patriot missiles. Each flaunts a proper
rear-drive layout and a big, lusty, Detroit-bred pushrod V-8 producing horsepower--or more. The
slowest of the trio rips to 60 mph in five seconds flat and remember: These bad-boys have back
seats. Brakes are vented and large at all 12 corners; tires are of the big and sticky variety. The
pimply kid in the ratty Trans Am is doomed. Cadillac 's stealth-chiseled, four-door CTS-v was
first of the trio to get past the bouncer at the horsepower club, appearing for the model year
with a Corvette Z06 5. We love the smell of overkill in the morning. Yet this hyper-caffeinated
Caddy, unlike so many of the s-era muscle machines, isn't just a pair of Schwarzenegger biceps
grafted onto a Will Farrell body. The Sigma chassis underneath is one of GM's best: tight,
immensely strong, easily able to ward off the twisting efforts of the LS6 V-8's horsepower and
pound-feet of torque. Also, Cadillac fine-tuned the chassis not at the Friday-night drags but at
Germany's old Nuerburgring racetrack a place so terrifying that even Formula 1 boss Bernie
Ecclestone will tell you, "We're not racing there--you think we're nuts? The CTS-v boasts other
mil-spec hardware, too, including four Brembo disc brakes the size of trainer Frisbees and a
Tremec six-speed manual that's the one and only transmission on the menu indeed, with rivals
now switching to automatics or manumatic paddles, the CTS-v is the only big-bore sport sedan
in America that lets you stir your ratios for yourself. Many, including us, had hoped it would fry
our adrenal glands. Equipped with a horse, 5. For , though, Pontiac has spiked the punch bowl
by dropping in the new C6 Vette's 6. New hood scoops and polished exhaust tips reveal a bit of
chest hair. Brakes have grown larger. The standard four-speed automatic transmission and
optional six-speed Tremec manual same as the Caddy's remain. At last, muscle mavens,
Pontiac has got your Goat. The all-new bully on the block is Chrysler 's strapping SRT8. Not
content simply to snatch Motor Trend Car of the Year honors with its fabulous four-door, this
spring Chrysler is piling on by unleashing a new high-output version prepped by the power
brokers at its Street and Racing Technology SRT group. The standard C's 5. Giant, vented
Brembo discs now sit at each corner like zealous radar cops, ready to arrest outrageous
displays of speed. A stouter, stiffer suspension rides on inch forged-aluminum wheels wearing
standard three-season Goodyears. The bodywork tastefully hints at the engine's additional
muscle with subtle cladding and a small rear spoiler. There's even We were starting to drool.
Much has changed since the s. As Ashlee Simpson can attest, it's now possible to make
millions as a pop singer if you're reasonably good at karaoke. Also, today you can drive through
town in an exceedingly powerful, exceedingly fast Detroit musclecar without causing
passers-by to run for cover while screaming "quake! The SRT8 feels big, too--indeed, it's more
than five inches longer than the Cadillac, and, at pounds, it's the heaviest car in this group by
more than The steering wheel seems a little large, the steering response a little slow and dead
on-center--none of which is surprising, given the syrupy Mercedes-Benz DNA that created the
But there's no ignoring the SRT8's more antisocial side, either. The signs are everywhere: the
aggressively bolstered front leather buckets with suede inserts, the mph speedo, the instant
response of the gas pedal. Oh, yes: You'll want to tread on that throttle as if it were the tail of a

sleeping lion. Move the Cadillac's steering wheel a fraction, and the front wheels bite right now.
The ride is conspicuously firm--you'll never forget you're driving a performance car. The interior
is loaded with standard features--DVD navigation, XM Satellite Radio, Bose audio with six-disc
CD changer--but it's as all-sport as the car's hardware: dark, monotone, not a shred of wood in
sight. It's unexpectedly severe for a Cadillac, as if the designers were trying to hit us over the
head with a "this is a serious sport sedan and don't you forget it" theme. Compared with the two
lavishly equipped four-doors, the two-door GTO feels like a throwback with its midsize-coupe
body and big motor, it's also the truest to the original musclecar formula. The cabin is as spare
as a bachelor's refrigerator: no gleaming, color navigation screen, no automatic climate control,
just a few knobs and switches and simple, green-hued LCD displays. This is a close-fitting
space-capsule cockpit you strap on to battle g's. The leather seats are simply fantastic:
comfortable, deeply pocketed, so supportive and enveloping you half expect to find a sticker on
them that says, "Release canopy before ejecting. The pedals are well-positioned for
heel-and-toe work. The purposefulness of the cabin seems all the more appropriate once you
twist the ignition key and get an earful of that rolling-thunder soundtrack. You'll be goosing the
throttle even when the transmission's in neutral. So, are these 21st-century muscle machines
fast? Does Tommy Lee have tattoos? All three cars are within a few ticks of each other in the
sprint to 60 mph, the GTO nailing the run in a mere five seconds flat three-tenths quicker than
last year's horse version , the two-ton-plus SRT8 needing just 4. The CTS-v also just edged the
other two in the quarter mile, tripping the lights in That's a Cadillac--in Porsche territory. The
only time your grandfather's Fleetwood ever got anywhere near there was when he banged its
door into a Carrera outside the optometrist's office. The s-era musclecars were stirring on
straightaways, too, but when the road curved they mostly handed over all steering control to
Newton's first law of motion "an object moving in a straight line tends to remain in a straight
line until it crashes into a McDonald's billboard". Not so these three. In fact, as we discovered
during a full day of flogging through the mountain switchbacks in the Sequoia National Forest
north of Los Angeles, when the road goes twisty, these power players shine their brightest. The
GTO retains the supple chassis response of the edition, rolling into corners, taking a secure set
max grip is 0. At times, we almost wished for a tad more firmness, but a performance coupe
with such ride civility is no bad thing. The SRT8 will surprise you. It's big, and on tight mountain
two-lanes it feels it, but once you accept that this beefy Chrysler isn't going to turn in with the
quickness or neutrality of a Lotus , hang on--the SRT8 can really hustle. Max grip is a
stupendous 0. It isn't. It loves to rev, and it's matched to a five-speed automatic so adept at
choosing and holding the right gear you almost don't need to bother with the AutoStick. It'll be
interesting to see which is quicker: the SRT8 itself or the way the or so examples slated for fly
off dealer lots. Before we headed into the mountains with the CTS-v, test driver Walton came
back from the track grinning like he'd just been given free access to the Playboy Channel. The
Caddy's turn-in is scalpel-sharp, the front end bites hard, and, just as the car is beginning to
push, a squeeze on the throttle brings the rear end out ever so gently and the nose back in line.
Few sport sedans--or sports cars, for that matter--are so beautifully balanced and neutral. There
are irritations in the Caddy that make us want to smack GM upside its corporate head: a tilt
wheel with limited detents instead of infinite adjust, pedals too far apart and too high for easy
footwork, a parking-brake pedal in a manual-transmission car? But the rest of the CTS-v is so
brilliant we almost don't care. Look at the stats on the accompanying spec chart. Note the
CTS-v's figure-eight performance. In this trio, it's also the car we'd ask out first for a date to the
asphalt dance. We can't wait to see the look on Miss Two-Lane Blacktop. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. How does horsepower sliced three ways grab you? Arthur St.
Antoine writer Scott Dahlquist photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Control
arms, coil-over springs, anti-roll bar; multilink, coil springs, load-leveling shocks, anti-roll bar.
Cadillac is determined to make inroads into the luxury market that's been dominated by the
Germans for the past 30 years. The Detroit brand has steadily been introducing strong new
products over the past three years. And like the premium automakers in Germany, Cadillac has
established a performance division to attract wealthy hot-bloods as well as enhance the appeal
of the entire division. Now Cadillac has unveiled a hot-rodded version of the STS, the division's
newest product. This STS- V eschews the pushrod Corvette V-8 in favor of the well-established
valve, four-cam Northstar V-8, one that is, for the first time, energized by a Roots-type
supercharger. Spinning at 2. The inevitable temperature rise produced by this compression is
ameliorated by four Laminova cooling tubes with closely spaced fins within the intake manifold.
This intercooling system has its own dedicated heat exchanger in the STS- V 's nose. The
Northstar engine gets the expected changes and upgrades demanded by this supercharging.
This includes increased cooling flow within a reinforced block, oil-cooled pistons with a
reduced 9. To make the most of the supercharger's forced feeding, the Northstar SC, as it's

called, also gets a low-restriction intake and exhaust system and Extrude Hone exhaust ports
imagine a really thick and highly abrasive toothpaste forced through the ports to smooth any
rough edges. All of this adds up to horsepower at rpm and pound-feet of torque at rpm. That's a
useful hp improvement over the standard STS V-8, but it doesn't exactly set new standards for
the class. The Audi RS 6 had horses. The Mercedes E55 has horsepower. And the upcoming
BMW M5 will have Still, this is enough power to keep the STS- V competitive, especially as it is
coupled to a brand-new six-speed automatic transmission, the GM 6L With a 6. The
transmission also provides for manual gear selection as well as Cadillac's excellent
Performance Algorithm Shifting, which makes the transmission feel at home on tracks and
winding roads. To match the percent power increase, the STS- V gets numerous chassis
changes. The front and rear cradles are reinforced. The engine is lowered to provide clearance
for the larger transmission. The front and rear springs and the anti-roll bars are stiffer by 10 to
20 percent, along with much stiffer compression damping in the monotube Sachs shock
absorbers. Even the steering gear was changed to a slightly quicker ratio to improve
responsiveness. Larger tires? Of course. Pirelli Eufori run-flats are fitted because the larger
sizes won't fit in the STS spare-tire well. You'll be able to recognize the V -series version of the
STS most readily from the front, where it is distinguished by larger upper and lower grilles fitted
with stainless-steel wire-mesh inserts, a front fascia that is two inches lower, with a more
aggressive splitter, and a power bulge in the hood. The rear fascia is also lower, and the rear
spoiler is slightly higher than the standard one. Coupled with new rocker panels and some
underbody changes, these mods reduce lift at the cost of an increase in drag coefficient from 0.
Inside, the STS- V gets a luxurious leather-wrapped instrument cluster, suede-like seat inserts,
olive-ash burled-wood trim, and various accents. The look definitely works for us, but we won't
get a chance to drive the car until late spring. Although the addition of the supercharger, its
associated hardware, and the upgraded chassis components bring the STS- V 's weight up to
about pounds, Cadillac promises a 0-to sprint in less than five seconds and a top speed of mph.
That should put the STS- V in the hunt with the other luxo hot-rod sedans. Pricing hasn't been
announced, either, but we expect the car will come in at about 75 grand, well under the prices of
its German competitors. We definitely see a heavyweight comparison test in this car's future.
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coverage. Three trial months-no obligation. Recent Arrival! Pictures may not reflect actual
vehicle. Posted miles may vary. Some options listed may be inaccurate due to VIN decoders.
Some vehicles may have added accessories. See Dealer for details and to confirm availability.
Honda of Grand Blanc Wholesale to the Public offers the consumer the ability to buy a vehicle
at pre auction pricing. This vehicle is likely to have multiple mechanical and or auto body
defects. The term AS IS means that there is absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of
condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic
condition of the AS IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS IS vehicle will pay all cost for any
repairs. Honda of Grand Blanc assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any
verbal statements made about any vehicle in the Wholesale to the Public section. This is the
vehicle for you! Give us a call today and don't let it slip away! We have been conveniently
located just off of I on S. College Road Exit Family owned and operated we have been in busine.
Silver Exterior and Grey interior. Seats 5. This means that we can sell that same vehicle to you
for less and give you a better warranty than they can! We believe in low pressure haggle free
sales. Feel free to browse our lot and feel relaxed and comfortable with no pressure or high
energy salesman breathing down your neck! Come in today and see all that we have to offer and
why we are the leading used car dealership in southern new england! This Vehicle Just arrived!
This vehicle is equipped With everything your looking for in a Cadillac STS V6 When it comes to
looking for the best price on Certified used and Standard used vehicles, look no further, our
only concern is making or client's experience one of the best and easiest you have ever had
purchasing a car. Please call and let one of our professional sales people service you or just
stop in thank you from Coulter. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and
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Price Drop. New Listing. Close Bentley Motors Inc. Showing 1 - 18 out of 38 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Comfortable ride, good performance, clean styling. Currently, it has almost
80, miles. There were a few minor mechanical problems when new, all covered under warranty,
but over the last several years the repairs have been minimal, or just routine maintenance. The
car has very good handling, braking and acceleration for a luxury car, and plenty of room to ride
very comfortably, which makes road trips no problem. With the Norstar V-8 it has plenty of
power, but without sounding like a "boy racer. The traction control is okay but does not really
rein in the car quickly enough if the rear wheels loose traction. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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STS-V. Page 1 of 1 The Cadillac STS-V is General Motors' most intense expression of Cadillac
power and performance yet, and the luxury nameplate's latest offering in its growing family of
high-performance V-Series vehicles. Designed for everyday driving, the STS-V has been
developed to deliver supercharged, rear-drive performance with an elegant design statement
that is unmistakably Cadillac. At the heart of the STS-V is a new, 4. The dual overhead cam
DOHC V-8 engine delivers the highest horsepower rating of any production Cadillac engine to
date. Called the Northstar V-8 SC supercharged , the engine produces horsepower at rpm and
Nm of torque at rpm power and torque figures estimated - and the engine's power is
underscored by its ability to deliver 90 percent of its peak torque between and rpm. Vehicle
redline is rpm. The Northstar V-8 SC generates horsepower and Nm of torque more than its
Naturally Aspirated counterpart, while its specific output of horsepower-per-liter makes it one of
the world's highest specific output production V-8 engines. The DOHC engine includes variable
valve timing that enables outstanding top-end performance while maintaining the expected
refinement and quality associated with a luxury marque. The aggressive torque curve enabled
by the choice of a supercharged engine gives the STS-V acceleration capable of placing it firmly
in the undersecond-club for 0-to time. The refined shift feel is enabled by careful electronic
calibration of both the engine and transmission. During shifts, power is instantaneously
lowered, then ramped back up carefully to make gear changes virtually unnoticeable. The 6L80 the only transmission offered on the STS-V - is one of the most technologically advanced
automatic transmissions in the industry, using clutch-to-clutch operation and an advanced
integrated bit transmission controller to deliver smooth and precise shifts. PAS lets the
electronic transmission controller override the automatic gear selection during closed throttle
high lateral acceleration maneuvers, rapidly downshifting with the release of the torque
converter clutch for smooth powering up when the throttle is reopened. Driver Shift Control
allows the driver to sequentially shift gears manually via the gearshift lever. Page 1 of 1. Cars by
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Mans Series Jarama km. Le Mans Series Monza km. Le Mans Series Nurburgring km. Le Mans
Series Valencia km. Le Mans Test. Modena Trackdays. Monaco Historic Grand Prix. Monterey
Classic Car Week. Monterey Motorsports Reunion. Porto Historic Grand Prix. Sebring 12 Hours.
Silverstone Classic. Spa Classic. Spa
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Six Hours. Zolder Masters Festival. Amelia Island Concours d'Elegance. Canadian Concours
d'Elegance. Concorso d'Eleganza Villa d'Este. Concorso d'Italia. Concorso Italiano. Concours
d'Elegance Paleis 't Loo. Concours on the Avenue. European Concours d'Elegance. EyesOn
Design. Ford Centennial Celebrations. Louis Vuitton Classic. McCall Motorworks Revival.

Meadow Brook Concours d'Elegance. New York City Concours d'Elegance. Palm Beach
International, a Concours d'Elegance. Pebble Beach Concours d'Elegance. The Quail, a
Motorsports Gathering. Birmingham Motorshow. Essen Motor Show. Frankfurt Motorshow IAA.
Geneva International Motor Show. Interclassics Brussels. Interclassics Maastricht. Mondial de
l'Automobile Paris. Techno Classica. The BMW Museum. McLaren at the Louwman Museum.
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